ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Mapping of user-defined sequence sets onto taxonomic trees and extraction of subsets in accordance with taxonomic considerations are standard tasks in sequence analysis. For small sets, explicit reading of database entry annotations has educational side effects but, for larger ones, it is just a tedious and time-consuming task. Unfortunately, the available command-line and www-tools are not really prepared for automation of taxonomic mapping and interactive tree analysis. Existing sequence database retrieval tools do not merge the taxonomic classification of several sets of entries and the taxonomy mapping tools in the postprocessing of some sequence analysis servers, such as in the NCBI Blast facility, do not accept user-defined sets.
In our effort, we created a portable software solution with www-and command-line interfaces for mapping sequence sets onto taxonomic trees, for taxonomic subset * To whom correspondence should be addressed. collection and for visualization that suffices also with standard workstation hardware. As a side effect, this tool allows navigation of the taxonomic tree and analysis of the issue of multi-species entries in sequence databases.
THE TAXONOMIC TREE
Although being a hot topic of biological research over many decades, the taxonomy of organisms remains a controversial issue even at higher levels of hierarchy. Different arguments in this discussion and proposals for alternative classifications are presented at the www-sites of 'TreeBase' (http://www.treebase.org/treebase/), 'Tree of Life' (http://phylogeny.Arizona.edu/tree/life.html), 'UCMP Exhibit Halls: Phylogeny Entrance' (http: //www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/exhibit/phylogeny.html) and 'NCBI taxonomy' (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ Taxonomy/taxonomyhome.html; Benson et al., 2000; Wheeler et al., 2001) . Unfortunately, only the latter site offers a complete and coherent tree in electronically downloadable format. A horizontal stratification throughout all phyla with notions such as genus, family, order, class, etc. lacking formalized definitions is controversial for many parts of the tree. We think that, for the purpose of biological conclusions from the taxonomic mapping of biological sequences, it is also not of primary importance.
Currently, the taxonomic tree is imported from ftp://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/, although other taxonomies could be used with no or only minor software changes. We added a catch-all node for unidentified retrons as well as additional subtrees below the root to distinguish mitochondrial, chloroplast and other plastid sequences from the species they are found in. It is our aim to distinguish between nuclear and organelle genes since the latter apparently originate from non-eukaryotic intracellular symbionts. Therefore, an additional subtree below the root might be more justified compared with a subdivison between nuclear and organelle genes at the lowest taxonomic level only or even no sub-classification at all as in the current NCBI taxonomy. 
TECHNICAL REALIZATION OF THE WORKBENCH
The workbench is a two-layered software system consisting of an independently designed taxonomy-oriented user interface (in Java/JDBC) that interacts with a more general-purpose Postgres-based (Stonebraker and Kemnitz, 1991) Relational Database System (RDBMS) containing the biological information.
In addition to the taxonomy information, the RDBMS contains sequence information from the NCBI NR (non-redundant protein database) and, for more detailed sequence annotation, also GenBank (including EMBL and DDBJ; Benson et al., 2000) , NBRF PIR (McGarvey et al., 2000; Barker et al., 2001 ) and SWISS-PROT (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000) among other sources. During upload, the database entries are mapped onto the taxonomic tree with an algorithm described below. The source databases are synchronized once per week with the latest official release and are imported into the RDBMS. Optimized lex/yacc-generated converters that short-circuit the SQL interpretation stage have been applied to achieve a total import time for all databases below 2 h on a standard workstation. To improve the performance of interactive front-ends, the relational database was tuned for the execution of all major query patterns by creating query-specific indices.
HOW ARE SEQUENCE RECORDS TAXONOMICALLY CLASSIFIED?
Database-specific parsers for GenBank, SWISS-PROT, etc. provide access to textual fields expected to comprise organism information. An additional unified FASTAformat parser treats definition lines to extract IDs referencing NR source database entries and/or attempts to locate a generic organism designator supplied in square brackets at the end of the line.
The organism name is recursively modified until resolution against the node names of the taxonomic tree succeeds. The transformations include the removal of terminal extensions such as 'L.', 'sp.', 'spp ', 'wild', or '-like', of quotes, and of commas including the following explanatory text, etc. (algorithmic detail is presented as part of the supplementary information). Each modification is guaranteed to shorten the organism designator and, thus, prevents endless recursion. Some sources supply numerical identifiers to the NCBI taxonomic tree. In these cases, the entry is re-classified from the textual organism designator to provide the same accuracy of assignment in our modified tree regardless of record source. The assignment heuristics are very efficient. In the case of NR, more than 98% of all entries with taxonomic information in the description line are assigned to the tree even if gi-number mapping is turned off.
USAGE
In addition to local command-line access, the taxonomy workbench can be interactively used with a wwwinterface. The taxonomic tree is visualized as a graph or as a tabulated list. In order to keep visual complexity low, only the environment of a so-called active taxon is shown (Figure 1) . Navigation through the tree is possible: (1) by clicks on neighboring taxons that will expand them, and (2) by direct jumps to other nodes with a separate input field 'Goto Taxon' that can be filled by a taxon ID, a latin or a common name.
The user is expected to supply one or several FASTAformatted sequence files with NR-like description lines from which the 'database of my sequences' is built. The description lines are scanned for database IDs and/or taxonomic names. The sequence instances are mapped onto the tree where the respective nodes are colorcoded and node-specific and subtree-cumulative counters are displayed. In a number of cases, sequences are identical in many organisms. For example, the NR entry phospholamban unites the sequences for rat, mouse and rabbit and, in such a case, all respective node counters are incremented by one instance. It is now possible to apply a number of delete operations to 'My Sequence Database' guided by taxonomic considerations. Finally, the workbench is able to return FASTA-formatted files of sequence subsets for further work. The part of the taxonomic tree occupied by the user-defined sequence collection can be printed in the form of downloadable postscript files.
BIOLOGICAL DATABASE CURIOSITIES
Typically in primary sequence databases, each sequence from a given organism is described in an individual entry. Contrary to intuition, SWISS-PROT has elements of a non-redundant database by unifying some entries from diverse organisms with completely conserved sequence. There are almost 14 000 entries (as of May 2001) with two or more organism names. The top-scoring hit is an ubiquitin sequence (UBIQ SOYBN, P03993) with 22 organisms followed by a histone H3.2 (H32 TETAM, P17705) and an ovomucoid (IOVO TYMCU, P05586) each with 18 organisms. The merging of identical sequences into multi-species entries in primary sequence databases is deplorable and really no longer justified with the computer resources available today. Multi-species entries are expected to be frequent in secondary sequence databases. The NR database (May 2001) has about 32 000 entries with two and about 5000 entries with three or more assignments to taxonomic end nodes, among them are five cases with 58 and more organisms and one case with even 215 organisms. Fig. 1 . Screenshot of the www taxonomy workbench. The database of user-defined sequences in this example consisted of all known SMCs, cohesion proteins necessary for chromosome aggregation (see the associated www-page for the SMC sequence set). In this view, the active taxon (diamond) is the genus Mycoplasma shown with parent, sibling and child nodes (ellipses). The taxonomic groups with SMCs in them are shown in color. N is the node-specific counter, C is the subtree-cumulative counter. Navigation within the tree is possible with mouse clicks on graphically shown nodes as well as on taxon names in the lineage (part of the tree above the active node). The marked node will become the new active node.
DISCUSSION
Mapping of biological data onto the taxonomic tree, their visualization as well as interactive navigation within the complete taxonomic tree are considerable challenges due to the large number of relevant tree nodes and the many levels of classification as reviewed by Ruths et al. (2000) . These authors presented a solution relying on sophisticated and expensive graphical hardware. In a 3D representation, the two-dimensional taxonomic tree was spatially spread into the 3rd dimension using the quantified sequence similarity to an anchor protein sequence as an additional coordinate. This semantic model is difficult to generalize if no obvious anchor sequence can be named or if more than one sequence analysis method is applied.
At present, the taxonomy workbench is a clean and portable solution for taxonomy mapping and sequence set subselection and does not pretend to do more than that. We have deliberately refrained from integration with specific sequence analysis tools. In the future, it can be used as a building block in sequence analysis systems, for example in the protein sequence family collection and analysis system, an integration of many relevant methods, that is currently being developed by our group.
